Abstract: A Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) is a data structure commonly used to represent a geometric surface in computer software systems, such as geographic information systems and terrain modeling systems. Exporational B-splines (ERBS), a blending type spline construction in the family of generalized expo-rational B-splines (GERBS), can be used to create an approximation surface which interpolates the vertex positions of the TIN nodes. Utilizing the properties for local support of this blending spline construction, one can construct an approximation surface which is local within the second neighbourhood with respect to the infliction nodes of the underlying TIN. We present two variations of blending functions used with the construction. The first one blends the TIN edges with a smooth component, thus, the surface approximation is only C 0 over the TIN edges. The second blending method provides a surface approximation which is smooth over the TIN edges.
Introduction
Various methods for approximation and interpolation to obtain visually nice, or smooth, surfaces have been explored to the present. We provide here a brief Received: January 31, 2014 c 2014 Academic Publications § Correspondence author overview of some blending methods applicable to arbitrary triangulations of non-regular data. Triangular Bernstein-Bézier patches, described e.g. in [3] , can be joined together smoothly by constructing pairs of co-planar triangles. However, the conditions ensuring a sufficient continuity across the common boundary lock triangles together and the construction becomes stiff. Besides, the number of co-planar triangles required grows with increasing degree of continuity, making the construction less local.
Schumaker et al. explored methods in [12, 6] where they utilize spline functions on macro-element spaces. Macro-elements of required smoothness are constructed on splits of triangles. They are used to construct super-spline spaces with local, stable bases, to overcome the above mentioned problems.
The parameterization method of [4] by Floater, although it is not a blending type method, is applicable to smooth surface approximation of triangulations, notably using the shape-preserving parameterization [4] or mean value coordinates [5] .
Techniques based on radial basis functions, introduced by Broomhead and Lowe in the neural network community [1] , are now common tools for geometric data analysis. We note here that triangular data structures, since they define connectivity between vertices, can be used to determine constraints for radial basis functions. Thus, blending of radial basis functions can be considered to construct smooth surface approximations over triangulations.
In this paper we describe, using expo-rational B-spline (ERBS) surfaces [8] , blending over a triangulation based on non-regular data. Our motivation is to generate a surface which is smooth over the TIN edges and at the same time interpolates the vertex positions.
The following sections explain the kind of triangulations we consider, ERBS patches and how they are constructed from pairs of triangles, how we approximate, do interpolation and blend the results, followed by some examples.
Preliminaries

Triangulated Irregular Network
The triangulated irregular network (TIN), proposed and explored by Peucker et al. in a series of papers, notably [10, 11] , is a digital terrain model (DTM) consisting of irregularly distributed nodes and lines. It constitutes a network of non-overlapping triangles representing a tessellation of a surface, usually in p Figure 1 : A point p and its first neighborhood (points connected to this point through an edge) in a TIN Euclidean space R 3 . TINs are typically vector-based representations of terrain data. They are commonly used in geographical information systems (GIS). The TIN surface model is oriented to line features as well as points. Using triangles to represent terrain facilitates a realistic representation if the spatial data units recognize natural surface changes in slope, at peaks, pits, passes, ridge lines, saddle points and course lines or discontinuities. Triangular facets can be created to meet these conditions by having their corners located at control points with exact known coordinates, and having triangle edges fall along approximations of ridges. More information regarding terrain representation based on TINs can be found in [9] .
A part of a TIN is displayed in fig. 1 . Due to the nature of TIN data we conclude that it is possible to "see" the first neighborhood from any point in a TIN and measure the distances along the edges. Using this it follows that an edge does not intersect the physical terrain.
Expo-Rational B-Splines
Expo-rational B-splines, as defined in [8] , provide a blending type construction where local functions at each knot are blended together by C ∞ -smooth basis functions:
where
is an increasing knot vector, and each basis function B j (t) is C ∞ on its support (t j−1 , t j+1 ) with B k (t k ) = 1, and
In this paper we consider the scalable subset of the ERBS basis presented in [2] with the default set of intrinsic parameters proposed by Lakså in [7] :
, and
. We have the following general formula for parametric tensor product surfaces using ERBS,
Bézier surface patches, and B i (u), B j (v) are the respective ERBS basis functions.
ERBS over a TIN
Given a TIN, ∆(x, y, z), which is a tessellation of a surface in R 3 where the z axis represents data, for instance physical terrain heights. We construct ERBS surface patches from pairs of neighboring triangles by considering inner edges in the TIN structure. Each ERBS surface patch Figure 2a illustrates an ERBS surface patch construction, based on four bi-linear Bézier local surfaces, as defined in eq. (3). Its positions p i , i = 1, . . . , 4 and derivatives u 1 , u 2 , v 1 and v 2 are retrieved from the triangulation, where p 1 , p 2 and p 3 are vertices in one triangle, and p 1 , p 3 and p 4 outline a neighbor triangle. The dotted line between p 1 and p 3 constitutes the common edge shared by the two triangles. Figure 2b illustrates an ERBS surface patch on a TIN. Directional derivatives for the bi-linear Bézier local surface S(u, v) in position p 1 are defined as follows: Directional derivatives for the three remaining Bézier surfaces local to one ERBS surface patch, one in each of the vertices p 2 , p 3 and p 4 , are defined in a manner similar to eq. (4).
A consequence of the ERBS Hermite interpolation properties explored in [7, theorem 2.4 ] is that the derivatives of an ERBS surface patch, in a given knot, are equal to all existing derivatives of the Bézier local surface in that knot. It follows that each ERBS surface patch interpolates TIN positions in four vertices: p 1 , p 2 , p 3 and p 4 in fig. 2 .
Smooth Surface Construction
We define a parametric regular grid surface Θ(u, v), Θ : Ω Θ ⊂ R 2 → R 3 , which covers the triangulation ∆(x, y, z). The positions in R 3 for the points p Θ (u, v) on the surface Θ are computed as follows. First we find in which triangle t ∈ ∆ the point p ∆ is inside, where p ∆ is a 2D projection of p Θ mapped to ∆ in Cartesian coordinates. Next, we evaluate each ERBS surface patch L i in p L i , where L i covers t and p L i is p Θ mapped to L i in its local coordinates, and blend the results. We denote the mapping from p Θ to p L i by ω i (u, v).
The blending distribution is computed from the barycentric coordinates of the triangles. We present two blending functions, which are both invariant under affine maps, utilizing the scalable subset of the ERBS basis function.
(a) Using homogeneous barycentric coordinates u1, u2 and u3. 
Blending using Custom ERBS Triangles
A set of ERBS basis functions in homogeneous barycentric coordinates is defined in [7] as
for k > 1 and i = 1, 2, . . . , k,
and where B(u i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , k is defined in eq. (2). In the case of triangles, each B 3,i (u) evaluates to 1 in the vertex u i and 0 in the two other vertices.
Everywhere else the value is between 0 and 1. ERBS surface patches can be blended using a slightly modified version of the ERBS triangle in eq. (5). Given a point u = (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ), in homogeneous barycentric coordinates, as shown in fig. 3a . Then
is the i th ERBS surface patch evaluated in its local coordinates, and the set of ERBS basis functionsB i (u) is defined aŝ
where we clearly can see that A plot of the modified ERBS triangle in eq. (7) is shown in fig. 4a . It evaluates to 0 in one vertex, is positive on the edges, is 1 2 along the opposing edge between the two other vertices and is between 0 and 1 2 elsewhere. As a consequence, when it comes to blending of ERBS surface patches on a specific edge, we conclude that one ERBS triangle is 
Blending using Angle Ratios in Triangles
Given a point u = (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ), in homogeneous barycentric coordinates, as shown in fig. 3b . Then
where a, b, g, α, β and γ are the angles in fig. 3b , so that α, β and γ depend on u, and B(u) is the ERBS basis function in eq. (2) and L i • ω i (u, v) is the i th ERBS surface patch evaluated in its local coordinates. By re-arranging eq. (8) and using eq. (6) we obtaiñ
It follows that
+B(
Figure 5a shows a plot of one of the basis functions in eq. (9) . It evaluates to 0 along two edges and 1 along the third edge, but is 1 at one vertex only. Hence, there is a "jump" between basis functions in the vertices.
Using this and investigating eqs. (8) to (10) we conclude that, in this case, one single ERBS surface patch L i • ω i (u, v) (see fig. 2a ) will be evaluated on each edge. Figure 5b shows a plot of the three basis functions in eq. (9) in homogeneous barycentric coordinates.
Concluding Remarks
The method presented in this article is considered to be data-driven. We believe it makes sense to use such methods in cases where we must rely on topology information to generate derivatives. The method is local within the second neighborhood of a TIN node as a consequence of the ERBS surface patch construction.
Whether the construction provides smoothness in the vertices or on the edges depends on the blending functions. The provided blending functions interpolate the position in every vertex. First order directional derivatives, in a given vertex, exist but are not continuous since the limits from the different ERBS surface patches do not converge towards the same. We consider the construction to be C 0 in the vertices. Blending using the original ERBS triangles proposed in [7] (see eq. (5)) provides C 0 approximation over the edges, but is C ∞ -smooth in the vertices. In the case of modified ERBS triangles, defined in eq. (7), the resulting surface Θ(u, v) is C 0 in the vertices and across the edges. However, when compared to the original TIN, the visual result is slightly improved in terms of smoothness, since the ERBS surface patch which is smooth over the considered edge is given the weight 1 2 . "Remains" of edges are still visible due to the jump in first order directional derivatives between the two other patches.
The blending method based on angle ratios, described in eq. (8), ensures that only one ERBS surface patch, which is smooth over the considered edge, is evaluated on that edge. Notably, the surface Θ(u, v) inherits smoothness properties from the ERBS surface patch over an edge, as a consequence of the ERBS Hermite interpolation properties, since the derivatives of eq. (8) are 0 along the edges (eq. (9)). As expected, the discontinuities in the first order directional derivatives are not longer visible.
We note that there is a trade-off between approximation error and smoothness over edges. The bi-linear Bézier local patches in eq. (4) approximate the In fig. 6a traces of edges appear as discontinuities in first order directional derivatives, whereas fig. 6b is smooth over the edges.
outer edges well, but pull the surface away from the inner edge. In contrast to the angle ratio method of eq. (8) , which considers only a single ERBS surface patch, the modified ERBS triangle method in eqs. (6) and (7) approximates edges better since evaluations from outer patch edges are blended in. Visual examples showing the difference between the two blending functions applied to a synthetic TIN are provided in figs. 6a and 6b. Another consequence of the ERBS Hermite interpolation properties is that the construction will work even for higher order derivatives than the bi-linear Bézier case considered here, since all existing derivatives from the underlying local patches are propagated to the ERBS surface patches. The method will still be local within the second neighborhood, given that information regarding derivatives of higher order is provided with the TIN.
